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Calamity mod wiki class guide

The Calamity Mod adds an abundance of new weapons and equipment for all classes, including its new rogue class, throughout the game to use. Disasters also add very difficult boss encounters and other situations in which class builds should be optimized to succeed efficiently. This is a guide that will show potential weapon and equipment for each of the
five classes at different points in the game's progress. Melee - The melee class sports the highest defense average and decent crowd control, but many melee weapons have a short attack range, and those who attack a distance tend to have below average DPS. Ranger – The ranger class is a powerful boss class with very high single-target damage output,
and can attack from a long range. Alternated users should collect materials to craft ammunition, but this is not a significant disadvantage. Mage – The magic class is fragile, but highly varied in attack style, often ulematic of special mechanics such as homing and area-of-effect damage. It is held back by confidence in mana, which is recovering very slowly
unless the Mana Regeneration buff is in effect. Forces should use craft or buy mana drinks if they want to use high-mana cost weapons for long periods of time. Summonsing – The summons class is good at dealing with various threats, but most summons weapons have low defenses, and followers are often inaccurate against enemies moving very quickly.
Summonsing weapons can be used in conjunction with other classes, but the player should take note of the summons of weapons' regular conflicts with Immunity frames and Maansie's minion damage when holding other weapons. Rogue - The rogue class is a brand new class created by the Disaster Speed Mode that generally consists of cast weapons. It
uses a unique stealth mechanic that adds new attacks to many rogue weapons, reduces enemy Aggro and increases overall damage done by rogue weapons. Everyone – This class describes an essay that can be used for all classes in Terraria. In this guide, it will tell you to use the setup that is missing in your current equipment. Each class gets more
complex abilities than the game progresses, allowing more strategic variety in the fight. It is advised for players to each weapon they find to help determine what works best for them. It is also recommended to use buff drinks and healing drinks to increase efficiency and surgeability in the fight (especially during events and boss battles). In general, it is
recommended to focus on one class. Many weapons, accessories and buffs only benefit a specific class, especially later in the game. However, while their damage output may not be as high, backup weapons of another class can be helpful if the situation requires another weapon. Furthermore, each class can use at least one minion, so it is recommended to
have one active at all times. the summons class can use a melee, varied or magic weapon after summoning the maximum number of followers. This directory will not Lore items. Nor will it mention Classless weapons that use ammo, such as the Magnum and Bazooka, which cause massive damage, but should only be used sparingly because of their limited
ammo offer. If a section for a class is empty, please refer to the All classes section of each table. Preface[edit ] This guide is not intended to be used as a way to see the best weapons available at a specific point. Instead, it shows some potential weapons that players can find useful and that can be obtained at that point in progression. This is because there
are many different ways to approach fights and that work well for one person can't work at all for another. Furthermore, there are regular balance changes to the mod so that an item's relative power level wildlife can vary between updates and due to this, the guide is often not completely up-to-date. Players are highly encouraged to treat the guide as a
starting point and to experiment with different weapons, accessories and arms sets to see what works best for them. For a list of weapons for each particular class sorted by progression (although extremely rough), see the respective class weapons page and click the small arrow on the sale price column to sort the table by sale price. An example page for
melee weapons can be found here. Similar pages are also available for subclasses of weapons. An example page for yoyos can be found here. Symbols[edit | edit source] R — Rare item variant (Keep in mind that these items can be very difficult to obtain) L — Legendary item (Keep in mind that these items can be very difficult to obtain) † – Use only if you
are familiar with the boss (es) + — or any upgraded variant Ω — Use only together (two items will be highlighted with this symbol and they will have a bonus interaction when paired together) items restricted to expert or revenge mode will become italics. This table will show a variety of proposed gear for Pre-Hardmode progress. [link] Click/type here to reveal
this content. (there may be a slight delay) [/link] This table requires JavaScript to be enabled and site tools need to be turned on to display. You can also view the data on another page. This table will show a variety of proposed gear for Hardmode progress. [link] Click/type here to reveal this content. (there may be a slight delay) [/link] This table requires
JavaScript to be enabled and site tools need to be turned on to display. You can also view the data on another page. Post-moon Lord[edit] This table will show a variety of proposed gear for Post-Moon Lord progression. [link] Click/type here to reveal this content. (there may be a slight delay) [/link] This table requires JavaScript to be enabled and must be
turned on to display. You can also view the data on another page. From Disaster Mod Wiki After some recent updates, many of the item links Replaced from the bottom is replaced with The time awarded for the management of scriptures has expired. I don't know when, but it worked earlier today. -- Charjet (speaking) 19:36, 7 April 2020 (UTC) We know
about the issue, and we are working on a solution. Temp35 (The One True King) (speaks) 19:44, 7 April 2020 (UTC) Well. Think back, I probably had to guess that- sorry for being an effort. -- Charjet (speaks) 19:49, 7 April 2020 (UTC) The problem has been solved, so this thread serves a point longer. --Charjet (speaks) 22:57, 7 April 2020 (UTC) Huh. [Edit
Just find out that the beginning is copied from the Terraria Wiki. 151.225.52.44 15:48, 7 June 2020 (UTC) It is the same on most 'global' pages, there is no problem with this. Temp35 (The One True King) (speaks) 16:18, 7 June 2020 (UTC) Luxors donated[edit] I think Luxors should be donated in with the other things for all classes pre-boss because it offers
a decent bonus for all classes of victide[edit] victide gear should be firmly removed the pre-setups as victide is made with victory hards and victory shards dropped by the BUSH : Desert scenching, EOC and aquatic plague The material is also decreased from Cnidrion. — Godslayerchickennugget (speak | contributions) 20:28, August 11, 2020 (UTC) oh ok, I
didn't know that vampire talisman[edit] I feel that the vampire talisman should be added class accessories pre-yharon (Phase 2), pre-Scale, and end game, because if your damage increases the vampire talisman heals you more and becomes incredibly useful. Am i right? Are you supposed to kill cryogen in front of the mech bosses? I'm not sure, even if the
darkecho greatbow is in the pre-mech article. Because of the vagueness I had just used boss checklist. How complete should it be? Finally every weapon? It's not written everywhere, so I just added things I find during playing time. -- Mythilie (speaking) 10:28, 24 October 2020 (UTC) First, there is a preface on the page that sets out why we are trying to have
just a few weapons in each level. Secondly, Cryogen, Aquatic Scourge and Brimstone Elemental are considered on the same level as the mech bosses, so that the player can tackle them in any order. That's why we don't list those weapons until afterwards. Temp35 (The One True King) (speaks) 10:34, 24 October 2020 (UTC) The following 69 pages are in
this category, out of 69 total. From Calamity Mod Wiki This is a guide intended to give a rough breakdown of progress by the Disaster Speed Mod. The mod adds several new progress points and also makes several changes to the base game's mechanics, which will be mentioned throughout this guide. The player starts with various items: the Starter Bag,
Iron Heart and Revenge. The bag contains weapons for each class in the game, as well as death and the Polluted Rune. Several of these items vary unique problems modes: Down and dead mode are problems institutions meant to be much more challenging than expert mode, introducing mechanics such as the Rage Meter and Adrenaline Meter, and new
boss mechanics. The Defined Rune disables the player's flight time and allows enemies to hit the player critically, in exchange for the drop in certain items up to 5%. The Iron Heart varies a mode that prevents natural life rebirth, consumption of recovery drinks, and increases damage taken depending on how much maximum health the player has. In addition,
the Armageddon item can be made at an Altar, which allows bosses to kill players immediately in one hit, but delivers several treasure bags based on the trouble mode in which they are fought. Some mechanics that appear by the mod can be changed in the configuration options file. Pre-boss exploration [edit ] Apart from mining for Ores, Wulfrum Metal Bits
and Energy Cores is the first material the player must seek to create weapons and weapons. All Biomes and the majority of events have added unique content to each of them, so be sure to look through them for items you can find useful. Several new structures are distributed around the world: Certain enemies fall vanilla items for convenience: NPCs also
sell new items, including summonsing items to make weather bosses easier. Enemies during blood moon fall Blood orbs, which makes craft drinks easier, but requires the Alchemy Table of the churcher. Mechanics[edit] Murderous enemies or harmful bosses deliver skill, a new leveling system added by the mod. While the system is not required to progress,
it gives several minor boost to the player's statistics. The mod also adds a new Rogue class, which revolves around a stealth mechanic extra damage. Various items as well as modifiers have been rebalanced throughout progress. All other changed mechanics can be referred to here. Early boss progression[edit] After obtaining as many spoils as they can,
the player must go to the Underground Desert to acquire the Victide Bar set and fight the Desert Shed. Cnidrions are large dry seahorse-like enemies burning a barrage of water bolts. While they are easy to kill by hiding if their bolts can't enter blocks, be careful as they can fall from above and attract the player in limited areas. Storms should be killed if they
drop Stormlion Mandibles, which is necessary for the boss's summons. When the Desert is defeated, the player can descend further down the desert to enter the Sunken Sea. In the Sunken Sea, most enemies are largely passive and will not attack the player unless provoked. The Giant Clam is a powerful minibos that lives in this biome. The Sea King will be
weaving on his defeat. The Sea King sells many useful weapons as well as the granting of the Amidias' Blessing Buffs that are underwater Allow. After horror of the Eye of Cthulhu was defeated, Acid Rain can occur naturally and the player is to challenge his first level in the SulphurHoeros. While the event is rather difficult, the Sulphur Scales dropped by
various enemies in case can be used to craft powerful weapons as well as Sulphur Armor Crafts. While at the Sulphur Court Sea, the player can explode Rusty coffers on the sea floor and into the caves below. The player must be careful to ensure that they do not accidentally enter the Abyss at this point, as they have not yet been properly equipped to
handle the enemies inside. While optional, Crabulon is recommended to be combat at this point. If a glow-in-cheek biome has not yet been discovered, a Mushroom plane can be used alternatively to build a small arena for him. Apart from the usual weapons, Crabulon also drops off a mushroom Plasma Root in Revenge, which increases the damage from the
Anger buff by 15%. After defeating the Eater of Worlds/Brain of Cthulhu (and optionally, Queen Bee and the Old One's Army), the Hive Mind / The Perforators can be challenged. The two are initially summoned by destroying either a Hive system or Perforator Cyst, depending on the boss. Defeating either one will generate Aerialite Ore in the world and cause
Aero Slimes to spawn into the Cavern layer. It is used for the Airlines set, which will also require clouds, Sunplate Blocks and the Sky Mill to craft. Since the Security Terrorettes require a Gold/Platinum Pickaxe to be destroyed, the player can now explore the Arsenal Labs to access some of Draedon's Arsenal. Late boss progress[edit] The next goal of the
player must be to fight Skeleton and visit the Dungeon. The Shadow Key will be required during the trip to the Abyss, so the player must prioritise finding it when encrosting the churcher. Alternatively, the player can craft a Shadow Key with a Golden Key, Obsidian, and Legs. The Abyss is a large biome that sits right next to the Dungeon. While optional, it
contains valuable spoils that will prove to be useful against the next few bosses. The player must build a house with a bed near the area, for the sake of convenience. The entrance to the biome is located at the bottom of the Sulphurian Sea. Using the Shadow Key, the Shadow Kisses should be opened to obtain various weapons, accessories and other
useful tools. Importing the deeper parts is not recommended due to the various powerful enemies that can spawn into the area. After that, the player may be able to defeat The Slime God. The last step is to prepare and defeat the Wall of the Flesh, and then enter hardmode. Be careful as the mod changes lava mechanics, buffing the danger and removing
full immunity. If not elected, the player can disable it in the configuration options. Apart from new weapons, the boss also falls a Rogue Emblem for the rogue class and a Demon Trophy that multiplied world's enemy spawn rates by 1.25. The player must be careful to ensure they do not accidentally enter the Brimstone Crag at this point, if they do not properly
equipped to handle the enemies inside. Hardmode[edit] Early-Hardmode boss progress[edit] Three new bosses are available: Cryogen, Aquatic Scourge and Brimstone Elemental. The three of them are fought between each Mechanical Boss battle, but the player can choose to fight them in any order. After defeating all six bosses, the player is recommended
to fight either Calamitas or Plantera. After defeating Calamitas, the middle area of the Abyss can now be investigated, in order to hunt for depth cells, Lumenyl, and dig for Tenebris. Be very careful within this area of the Abyss, as enemies can very easily overwhelm you, and the lack of significant lighting can make escape the Abyss difficult under pressure.
Post-Plantera boss progress[edit] The Great Sand Shark can now be found during a Sandstorm, providing Grand Scales used to craft items. The Armored Digger may appear in the Cavern layer, posing as a possibly dangerous threat. This leaves Draedon's distance, suing the Mechanical Boss trio with buffered statistics. Solar Veils are now being dropped
by certain enemies during a solar eclipse. Enemies within the Dungeon now drop Ectoblood, which makes farming for Ectoplasm significantly easier. The next bosses to fight are Anahita and Leviathan and Astrum Aureus. Defeating Astrum Aureus causes the Astral enemies to get increased statistics and drop unique weapons. After Golem is defeated, the
player can visit the Abyss again to mine for Scoria Ore for the Hydrothermic set. Players can now fight the final level of the Old One's army to obtain powerful upgrades, including Vesuvius in Revenge Mode. The Miracle Fruit can also be made, increasing the player's health by 25. Several plague-related enemies, including the Pesticle Minibas, also start in
the Jungle spawn, which provides Plague cell canisters. The player can then fight The Plaguebringer Goliath, Duke Fishron, Ravager and the Lunatic Cult. Before you fight Moon Lord, the player can use a Titan Heart of Starcore at the Astral Beacon to summon and fight Astrum Deus. Defeating Astrum Deus allows the player to mine the Astral Ore at the
meteor in the biome and craft weapons as well as the Ethereal Core, boosting the player's mana by 50. Post-moon Lord[edit] When defeating the Moon Lord, several things will take place: Moon Lord drops a Heavenly Ion, which increases the player's accessory slots by one, like the Demon Heart. Several items can now be made with Luminite: Many
elementary theme weapons for all five classes can be obtained, along with new accessories. Empyrean armor can be made as a Rogue alternative to moon fragment weapons. In Revenge Mode, Astrum Aureus will be buffered and additionally drop the suspect Search Jelly Bean mount. Several Unexplained enemies will begin to spaw in both the Hallow and
Underworld biome. Phantom Spirits will begin to spawn in the churcher, similar Dungeon Dungeon That drop of Phantoplasma that can be made in Supreme Mana Drinks. Exodium clusters will begin to spit on Aircraft Toids that can be used to make extremely powerful accessories. The Profaned Guardians, The Dragonfolly and Polterghast can now be
challenged, although it is recommended that Polterghast be fought later. The Rune or Food can be made used to summon the three Sentinels of the Devourer, although it is also recommended that they be fought post-Supply. Once the Unsurbed Guardians are defeated, they will drop an Unforciated Core, used to summon Provision, the Unsurrected
Goddess. Provision, the Unholy Goddess can drop different sheets depending on if you summoned her in The Hallow or within The Underworld. Post-Provision, the Ignorant Goddess[edit] The Uelibloom set is now available, allowing player to obtain Tarragon armor. A pierce can now be made that increases the player's maximum life further with 25 HP.
Several previous bosses, as well as enemies in the Brimstone Crag, are buffered and will now drop Bloodstone, so that the player can create some of the items in the Bloodstone set. In Revenge Mode, the Brimstone Elemental will also now drop the Brimrose, which is a powerful mountain that allows for infinite flight. The Ravager will also now have its expert
mode, the Bloodflare Core. Provision will drop the Rune or Food, which is used to fight the three Sentinels of the Devourer. Polterghast is now recommended to be fought, and after his death, the lower layer of the Abyss will open, allowing the player to obtain several powerful weapons and accessories. You can now find the Terminus item at the bottom of the
Abyss, which starts the Boss Rush event, although it is recommended that it be challenged once Supreme Calamitas is defeated. When defeating all three Sentinels of the Decree, the Cosmic Worm can now be made, used to summon God's summoning. Post-The Devourer of Gods[edit] After defeating The Devour of Gods, both the Ripe Moon and the
Pumpkin moon are enormously buffered, with certain enemies now falling Endothermic Energy and Nightmare Fuel respectively. After fighting against one of the buffalo moons, several weapons can be made with Cosmilite and Endothermic Energy/Nightmare Fuel that can help when fighting the second buffalo moon. The combination of Cosmilite Bars,
Endothermic Energy, Nightmare Fuel, and the Hardmode Craft Stations, the Draedon's Forge can be made, which will give the player access to the very high tires of items available in the Calamity Mod. With this, God can set Slayer armor as well as the Cosmilites now made, as well as various powerful accessories and weapons. Now, Jungle Dragon,
Yharon should be challenged. Post-Jungle Dragon, Yharon Phase 1[edit ] Once Yharon reaches 10% health, he will fly away and leave some of his In addition, the solar eclipse is massively buffered, with Now Darksun Fragments falls. Darksun Fragments are used to create silva weapons as well as various new weapons. A dragon fruit can now be made
which is the final health upgrade, which increases the player's maximum life by 25 HP. After collecting some new gear, Yharon needs to be challenged again. Post-Jungle Dragon, Yharon Phase 2[edit] The Shadowspec endgame tiger set can now be made, allowing the player to obtain demon-shade armor, and can be used to stand down against the Boss
Rush. When defeating the Boss Rush, the player can get a special reward, with most players ending at this point. After the player defeated the Bush rush, they are now in the final. At this point, the player has several options of where to continue, including playing other mods or starting over their adventure with the Calamity Mod as another class. Some things
you can try: The Calamity Mod is an ever-changing project, with more content to come in the future for both the current progress of the Mod and beyond Supreme Calamitas. The player can prepare themselves for when mod updates bosses and/or events like Draedon or Yharim add himself. See also[edit] Game Progress Guide on the Vanilla wiki wiki
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